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Abstract 

 

A stroke can occur when blood flow to a specific area of the brain is interrupted.  

There has been extensive research in both animal models and humans that has characterized the 

pathophysiology of the first few weeks following stroke. However, there has been far less 

research into the chronic stage of infarction. This is an important area for research because more 

than 10 million individuals worldwide suffer a stroke each year. Approximately one-third of 

these survivors develop dementia in the first year after their stroke. The cause behind this 

dementia is currently unclear, and there are no neuro-protective drugs that can improve recovery 

and provide cognitive protection in the chronic time period. Therefore, the chronic stage of 

stroke recovery is a promising target for future therapeutics for stroke-related dementia and, as 

will be shown later in the paper, Alzheimer’s disease as there are likely to be neurodegenerative 

processes that proceed for months following stroke. The goal of this thesis is to provide a review 

of what is currently known about the pathophysiology of chronic stroke infarcts (an area of brain 

tissue that has necrotized due to a blockage in an artery in the brain causing a lack of oxygen), 

explain why so little is known, and how we can learn more, and provide potential mechanistic 

links between the response to dead brain tissue and the development of dementia. 
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1.) An Introduction to Stroke 

 

Stroke is the fifth leading cause of death in the United States with an estimated 140,000 deaths 

per year and is the leading cause of disability in adults. Strokes can occur when blood flow to a 

specific area of the brain is interrupted. According to the Center for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC), approximately 795,000 people suffer a stroke each year in the United States 

(https://www.cdc.gov/stroke/facts.htm) where 610,000 of these are new strokes (1st occurrence) 

and 185,000 occur in someone who has previously had a stroke. Stroke survivors are at an 

increased risk of dementia with about one-third developing dementia (Doyle et. al). 

 

Although stroke is typically thought of as affecting the elderly, 34 percent of people hospitalized 

for a stroke are under the age of 65 years old. Stroke often presents with a sudden numbness in 

the face or arm on one side of the body, difficulty speaking and walking, sudden confusion, and 

difficulty with balance. However, “silent strokes” can also occur with no apparent symptoms.  

 

There are three types of stroke: hemorrhagic, transient ischemic attack, and ischemic stroke, with 

87% being ischemic, 10% being intracerebral hemorrhagic, and 3% subarachnoid hemorrhagic. 

Hemorrhagic stroke occurs when a blood vessel, that has been weakened, ruptures causing blood 

to spill into the brain. This is commonly caused by prolonged hypertension. Transient ischemic 

attack occurs when a temporary clot or blockage obstructs a blood vessel in the brain. Usually 

this only lasts five minutes or less and causes no permanent damage. Ischemic stroke is the most 

common type of stroke in the United States accounting for nearly 87 percent of all strokes and 

occurs when a thrombosis or an embolism obstructs a blood vessel. Systemic hypo-perfusion can 
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also create an effect known as watershed stroke when a zone that borders two blood supplies is 

unable to be perfused with oxygenated blood due to low blood supply. 

 

Strokes are commonly caused by atherosclerosis or fatty deposit buildup in the blood vessels. 

When they trigger a stroke, at least five processes occur that lead to cell death: excitotoxicity and 

ionic imbalance, oxidative/nitrative stress, inflammation, apoptosis and peri-infarct 

depolarization (Doyle et. al). As the blood flow is reduced to a section of the brain (during 

ischemic stroke), ATP generation becomes insufficient which causes energy failure. Because of 

this energy failure, ionic gradients can be lost; specifically, glutamate reuptake is impaired 

allowing excessive calcium re-entry and release (Arai et. al). Ionic gradients can be lost due to 

lack of ATP available to ATP-required protein pumps (such as the Na+/K+ pump). 

 

With this calcium disturbance, calcium-dependent proteases can degrade cytoskeletal proteins 

thus causing neuronal death (Arai et. al). The calcium disturbance has further implications by 

also generating nitric oxide stress that effects neighboring cells. Further, as the cells die, they 

release their contents. Contents normally only seen within cells are now liberated, causing 

inflammatory cell influx to the site of damage. For instance, High Mobility Group Box protein 1 

(HMGB1) is normally found within the cell’s nucleus, but upon ischemic stress it is released 

recruiting inflammatory cells (Arai et. al). Lastly, activation of caspases due to ischemia can 

induce apoptosis (Arai et. al).   

 

Another major mediator of cellular injury following stroke is breakdown of the blood brain 

barrier (BBB). The BBB is comprised of tight junctions between brain endothelial cells, which 
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prevent the passage of molecules larger than 500 Daltons. Molecules larger than 500 Daltons can 

only enter the brain by the strictly regulated action of polarized transport in endothelial cells 

(Obermeier et. al). For instance, GLUT-1, transferrin receptors, and ion pumps move substrates 

from blood to brain, while ATP-dependent efflux pumps transport molecules from the brain to 

the blood (Obermeier et. al). 

 

BBB injury results in tight junction protein down-regulation and delocalization, and the 

disintegration of astrocyte end-feet (Thal and Neuhaus). This leads to the unregulated entry into 

the brain of albumin, transferrin, antibodies, and other molecules present in the plasma that are 

normally excluded. This results in further neuroinflammation and neurodegeneration (Chodobski 

et. al).  

 

2.) Stroke prevention and treatment 

 

Stroke prevention and treatment revolve around four main steps: preventing a stroke from 

occurring to begin with, limiting damage from the primary stroke, improving recovery following 

stroke, and avoiding a second stroke (Cecil et al.). The initial way by which primary strokes are 

prevented is by treating specific risk factors, such as hypertension. Other risk factors include 

intracranial atherosclerosis, insulin resistance and diabetes mellitus, high total cholesterol, and 

hyperhomocysteinemia (to name the top five), with hypertension being the single greatest risk 

factor for stroke. Reducing hypertension is associated with up to “45% reduction in the risk of 

stroke” (Cecil et. al).  
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Patients suffering acute ischemic stroke who are treated within 3 hours of the onset of their 

symptoms, are treated with tissue plasminogen activator. Tissue plasminogen activator is a 

thrombolytic agent that breaks down clots. Rehabilitation should include a team of physical 

therapists and physiatrists as well as a stroke unit to prevent further complications such as 

infection. Lastly, preventing a second stroke depends on the mechanism of the first stroke. In low 

risk patients, strokes involving carotid stenosis of 70% or more of the vessel diameter, it is 

recommended that carotid endarterectomy (surgical removal of the inner lining of an artery) be 

performed (Cecil et. al). For higher risk patients, stenting is recommended (Cecil et. al). 

Antiplatelet drugs therapy is recommended for all patients with ischemic stroke where no 

contraindication is present to reduce risk of stroke reoccurrence by 20-25% (Cecil et. al). There 

are no treatments for the chronic consequences of stroke. 

 

3.) What happens after brain tissue dies? 

 

Although much is known about the pathophysiology of acute stroke, and the mechanisms that 

lead to cell death as a result of energy failure are well characterized, one major problem 

preventing the development of treatments for stroke patients is that it is unknown what happens 

in the long term (weeks, months, and years) after brain cells have died. Although it is known that 

infarcted brain tissue undergoes liquefactive necrosis, with the dead cells being liquefied into a 

viscous mass, it is unknown why this occurs. It is also unknown if liquefaction of dead brain 

tissue is toxic to the rest of the brain, how long this process lasts, whether the length of time it 

takes to resolve is variable depending on the size and location of the infarct, and the impact of 

stroke comorbidities (such as smoking, diabetes, age, obesity, hypertension, …). Therefore, the 
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primary goal of this thesis was to review textbooks, review articles, and primary research articles 

to assemble a comprehensive summary of what is currently known about what happens when 

brain tissue dies, and to identify key gaps in our knowledge. 

 

4.) Textbook/Online Review Methods 

 

Textbook Search Criteria: Pathology textbooks were chosen by searching the University of 

Arizona library along with an online Google book search. Books ranged from textbooks 

published within the last 5 years and in circulation for 2 editions or more, to textbooks used for 

board exams and medical school teaching, to lesser known textbooks that are currently out of 

print. The reason for searching this last category was to evaluate if there was prior knowledge 

with regard to what happens after brain tissue dies, that has been since become lost. The results 

listed below reveal what was found within each textbook, starting with the newer sources and 

finishing with the older sources.  

 

Literature Search Criteria: For the literature review, PubMed was utilized in January 2018 by 

searching the phrases “liquefactive necrosis brain”, “liquefactive necrosis stroke,” “liquefactive 

necrosis ischemia”, “liquefactive necrosis infarct”, “liquefactive necrosis chronic”, “chronic 

ischemic stroke,” “chronic stroke mechanism”, “chronic stroke”, “acute ischemic stroke,” “acute 

stroke mechanism,” and “acute stroke”. The search results were limited to 10 years (2008-2017). 
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5.) Results 

 

I.) Robbins and Cotran’s Pathological Basis of Disease’s 

The leading pathology textbook is Robbins and Cotran’s “Pathologic Basis of Disease”. It is 

listed number one on Amazon using the search term “Pathology Textbook”, and number four	on	

Amazon in Books > Textbooks > Medicine & Health Sciences > Medicine > Basic Sciences > 

Pathology (as of April 22nd 2018). 

The first edition of this textbook was written in 1974 and has had 8 editions since, with the latest 

(9th edition) being published on July 28th, 2014. Robbins and Cotran is the ‘gold standard’ when 

studying pathology. It is used in many medical schools to teach pathology. A few examples of 

top ranking schools that utilize this textbook are the University of Massachusetts Medical School 

(UMMS), which has used this book (or similar edition) every year since (at least) 2013. 

Stanford’s Lane Medical Library has it listed as number 3 in its “Top Books” section. And, 

finally, the University of California San Francisco (UCSF) has it listed as a ‘required textbook’ 

for the 2016-2017 first year medical school students.  

 

Robbins and Cotran detail how the brain deals with stroke in Chapter 28 “The Central Nervous 

System.” In this chapter, Robbins and Cotran state that the gross appearance of a non-

hemorrhagic infarct will vary over time with “little change in appearance during the first 6 

hours.” By 48 hours they note that the tissue has become “pale, soft, and swollen.” From 2 to 10 

days they state that the brain will have become “gelatinous and friable.” According to Robbins 

and Cotran, “for unknown reasons, hypoxic death of cells within the central nervous system 

often manifests as liquefactive necrosis” from 10 days to three weeks, “eventually leaving a fluid 
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filled cavity.” This fluid filled cavity will expand until all of the dead tissue is removed. They do 

not provide an approximation of the amount of time it takes for the liquefactive process to 

resolve, whether it is toxic to the surrounding tissue, or go into any further details about the 

pathology of chronic stroke infarcts.  

 

In a section describing the morphology of global cerebral ischemia they describe what occurs 

during the “early changes” and “subacute changes” (subacute, according to their definition being 

24 hours to two weeks), but do not describe what occurs outside of these two weeks. For 

instance, they describe that 12 to 24 hours after ischemic insult, early changes involve 

microvacuolization and “eosinophilia of neuronal cytoplasm,” followed by nuclear pyknosis 

(condensation of chromatin in a cell undergoing necrosis) and karyorrhexis (breaking up of the 

nucleus and chromatin into granules). Subacutely, (24 hours to two weeks) Robbins and Cotran 

state that tissue necrosis and macrophage infiltration is seen as well as vascular proliferation and 

reactive gliosis (proliferation/hypertrophy of glial cells that results in the formation of a glial 

scar). Lastly, they show that repair is most active after two weeks and is described by necrotic 

tissue removal, gliosis, and loss of normal CNS architecture.  

 

II.) Emmanuel Rubin’s Pathology: Clinicopathologic Foundations of Medicine. 

The next textbook under review is Emmanuel Rubin’s “Pathology: Clinicopathologic 

Foundations of Medicine”. This book was originally published in 1989 and is currently in its 7th 

edition (2015) and is ranked #223 on	Amazon in Books > Textbooks > Medicine & Health 

Sciences > Medicine > Basic Sciences > Pathology (as of April 27th 2018). Rubin states that 

infarction of the brain can result in a wide area of necrosis which may “ultimately resolve as a 
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large fluid filled cavity in the brain.” Rubin also states that after occlusion rapid dissolution can 

follow in the form of liquefactive necrosis of which the mechanism “cannot be attributed to the 

action of an acute inflammatory response.” Next, he states that it is unknown why this process is 

found in the brain and not elsewhere. Lastly Rubin states that liquefactive necrosis of “large 

areas of the CNS can lead to an actual cavity or cyst that persists for the life of the person.” This 

text book also provides very little information on what happens when brain tissue dies in terms 

of why it liquefies, how long it remains liquefactive (when brain tissue dies and results in a 

liquid viscous mass), and whether the liquefied tissue is toxic to the rest of the brain. 

 

III.) McCance and Huether’s Pathophysiology: The Biologic Basis for Disease in Adults and 

Children 

Another textbook utilized was Kathryn L. McCance and Sue E. Huether’s Pathophysiology: The 

Biologic Basis for Disease in Adults and Children. This textbook is ranked #2 in Amazon.com’s 

bestselling pathology medical textbooks list and is a required textbook for the University of 

Arizona nursing program (specifically in the Spring 2018 class NURS350). The book begins by 

describing that liquefactive necrosis “results from ischemic injury to neurons and glial cells in 

the brain” and that brain tissue is affected by liquefactive necrosis because cells are “rich in 

digestive hydrolytic enzymes and lipids, and the brain contains little connective tissue.” The 

tissue softens as they are digested by their own hydrolases. The tissue then “liquefies, and is 

walled off from healthy tissue, forming cysts.” The authors describe that the effected area is 

slightly discolored and softens 6 to 12 hours after the occlusion. By 48 to 72 hours post-insult, 

necrosis, swelling, and disintegration appear. At this time, the authors state that neuronal cell 
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bodies disappear, myelin sheaths are interrupted and disintegrate, and oligodendrocytes and 

astrocytes are lost.  

 

IV.) Color Atlas of Pathology: Central Nervous System 

A 1963 book written by Charles F. Geschickter and Albert Cannon called Color Atlas of 

Pathology: Central Nervous System provides the most comprehensive review on the timeline of 

liquefactive necrosis (here just labeled as cerebral infarction) that was found. This is one of the 

books that was utilized to ensure that there wasn’t any prior knowledge with regard to what 

happens after brain tissue dies, that has been since become lost. In the book, they describe the 

brain at 6 to 12 hours, 24 hours, 48 to 72 hours, the end of the first week, the end of the second 

week, the end of the third week, 6 to 8 weeks, and “6 months to years later” following cerebral 

infarction. Geschickter and Cannon report faintly softened grey discoloration in the gross 

anatomy of an infarct at 6 to 12 hours, with shrunken neurons that have deep eosinophilic 

staining of the cytoplasm. After 24 hours, they state that swelling caused by the early stages of 

liquefactive necrosis compresses the adjacent ventricle and bulges the brain into the 

subarachnoid space. At this point the researchers find neutrophils within blood vessels and 

immediately adjacent to the infarct. Between 48 and 72 hours they report that the infarct is 

swollen and appears pale with the tissue continuing to soften. Microscopically they report edema 

around ganglion cells and chromatolysis of neurons. Macrophages begin to accumulate at the 

periphery of the infarct. By the end of the first week, Geschickter and Cannon report increased 

swelling and softening of the tissue with neurolysis and vacuolization of necrotic tissue. They 

state that necrotic tissue is then infiltrated by macrophages that contain lipid granules.  
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At the end of the second week, they state that liquefactive necrosis of the infarcted tissue is still 

occurring. Geschickter and Cannon claim this is the point of maximal edema and swelling. There 

is a distinct increase in macrophages at this point with proliferation of astrocytes at the periphery 

of the infarct. They observe that there also seems to be new capillary growth. By the end of the 

third week, the researchers note that the necrotic tissue has collapsed and swelling is reduced, 

which they postulate is due to macrophage removal of the necrotic tissue. The infarct now 

consists of a semiliquid grey material leaving a cavity lined by necrotic tissue. There now exists 

a solid wall at the periphery where some macrophages still persist. Proliferating astrocytes 

surround this wall. They do not report what cells comprise the semiliquid grey material. 

 

Between 6 and 8 weeks Geschickter and Cannon state that destroyed tissue is removed and 

replaced with ragged walls filled with new vessels. The subarachnoid space has been notably 

enlarged. Macrophages are still seen, but in dwindling numbers. Astrocytes and new vessels still 

appear in the wall of the cavity. Small nodules of unresolved necrotic tissue are still reported to 

persist in the wall. Lastly, “6 months or years later” they note that the infarct now exists as a 

collapsed cavity with some necrotic soft tissue that may persist. Microscopically, they note that, 

although the astrocytes on the periphery persist, the actual affected area remains acellular.  

 

The fact that Geschickter and Cannon’s description of chronic stroke infarcts includes the 

statement that “6 months or years later” “some necrotic soft tissue may keep persisting” is 

noteworthy. It suggests that the process of liquefactive necrosis may not resolve in the time 

frame of weeks, but rather in the time frame of months to years in some circumstances.  
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V.) Systemic Pathology. 

The next, most comprehensive, book found describing liquefactive necrosis was Systemic 

Pathology by Symers and Weller published in 1990. The text begins by thoroughly describing 

what occurs acutely following stroke, with recent infarcts one to two days old described as 

“slightly soft and swollen” (Symmers). Microscopically, they claim abnormalities can be found 

four to six hours post-cerebral infarction that consist of “irregular blotchy pallor of histological 

staining” (Symmers 91-92). By 12 to 15 hours the neuropil (dense region of unmyelinated axons, 

dendrites and glial cells) is “spongy” possibly due to astrocytic processes and axons swelling in 

the infarcted region. Between 18 and 24 hours after the event, they found an irregular, yet sharp, 

delineation of normal and abnormal white matter. They found that macrophages are not present 

in the dead tissue until at least four to five days post-infarct. Importantly, the researchers state 

that, should a patient survive “several months or more” (Symmers), the dead tissue is removed 

while the necrotic region eventually becomes “shrunken and cystic” (Symmers). The ambiguity 

of the statement “several months or more,” is noteworthy in this textbook. It highlights once 

more that there is a gap in knowledge with regard to how long it takes for liquefactive necrosis to 

resolve in the brain following stroke.  

 

VI.) Pathology 

Pathology by Anderson, and Kissane was the recipient of an honorable mention in the category 

'Books for Physicians' in the 1996 American Medical Writers Association competition. In their 

book, they provide an imprecise timeline for liquefactive necrosis. They state that during the 

“next several months” (Anderson 2149-50) phagocytic cells remove the cellular debris 

throughout the infarcted area. They then state that 3 to 4 months later, the stroke has reached an 
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“end stage” (Anderson) in which no more changes occur. They even go so far as to say that any 

infarct greater than six months old is impossible to age with regard to when it occurred (they 

could be seven months or seven years old). However, this is at odds with how other sources say 

that infarcts resolve. For instance, looking back to Geschickter and Cannon’s Color Atlas of 

Pathology: Central Nervous System, they state that some necrotic soft tissue may persist, 

macrophages may still be present, and astrocytosis may persist as well. This continuously 

evolving state of the patient’s brain 6 months or years later is in direct contrast to Anderson’s 

claim that no “further major changes occur.” Similarly, Symmers states that the cysts (scars that 

form “several months” later) are “often traversed by small vessels and glial processes” 

(Symmers). 

 

VII.) Basic Pathology 

In Basic Pathology by Vinay Kumar, a book published after Symmer’s 1990 edition of Systemic 

Pathology, there is another ambiguity. Kumar states that, even with cell death occurring within a 

few minutes of vessel blockage, the histological findings are normal for the first 8 to 12 hours; 

whereas Symmers details abnormal histology within 4 to 6 hours following ischemic stroke. 

Similarly, Earl Brown also contradicts Symmer’s histological findings in his book Basic 

Concepts in Pathology, stating that microscopic changes of a cerebral infarction are seen at 24 

hours post-stroke and are “characterized by ischemic neuronal change, liquefaction, loss of glial 

cells, and demyelination” (Brown). 

 

As the years go by, the newer textbooks seem to grow increasingly imprecise when it comes to 

coming up with a standardized timeline of what happens when brain tissue dies following stroke. 
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The earlier textbooks seem to be more definitive in regard to finding the answer to this question, 

but even they fail to provide a conclusive answer. In Guido Majno’s (et. al) textbook, Cells, 

Tissues, and Disease: Principles of General Pathology (2004), there is a precise description of 

how long (acutely) it takes for white matter and cell processes in grey matter to break down into 

a milky fluid (five to ten days). However, it becomes imprecise when describing the destruction 

and reabsorption of cerebral tissue. This is a process that they describe as taking place over 

“months and years” (Majno et. al). 

 

One of the newest textbooks that is ambiguous on the subject of liquefactive necrosis is 

Pathology: Clinicopathologic Foundations of Medicine by Emmanuel Rubin. The only section 

on liquefactive necrosis states the blockage of a sizeable artery creates an extensive area of 

necrosis, which “may ultimately” conclude as a “large fluid filled cavity in the brain (cystic 

infarct)” (Rubin et. al). No timelines are given. 

 

6.) Summary of Textbooks 

 

Despite 800,000 people suffering a stroke every year in the US, we have yet to answer how long 

it takes for liquefactive necrosis to resolve, why it occurs, and whether it is a cause of secondary 

neurodegeneration and dementia. According to Robbins and Cotran’s latest edition of Pathologic 

Basis of Disease it occurs due to “unknown reasons.” In the 1963 book Color Atlas of 

Pathology: Central Nervous System, Geschickter and Cannon published a table that contained a 

very detailed explanation of a projected pathological timeline for liquefactive necrosis. 

Beginning 6 to 12 hours post-cerebral infarction and going all the way to “6 months or years 
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later”, they listed the gross anatomy and microscopic findings most likely to be found in post-

cerebrally infarcted patients. However, upon viewing the gross anatomy photos provided, it 

appears that the pictures are not representative of what they report. Also, labeling a timeline as 

“6 months or years later” suggests one of three things: that there is a large knowledge gap in 

what happens after 6 months post-cerebral infarction, there is no consensus on a timeline because 

there is a sizeable variation from person to person, or there is actually no change after six 

months. In any case there is a lack of data to definitively claim one way or another.  

 

By contrasting the Robbins and Cotran’s 2015, 9th edition of Pathologic Basis of Disease and 

Geschickter and Cannon’s 1963 Color Atlas of Pathology: Central Nervous System it is apparent 

that the timeline of liquefactive necrosis (chronic stroke) has not progressed passed the 

characterization first provided in the 1960’s. Questions being asked then, are still being asked 

now. There is still no consensus as to why liquefactive necrosis occurs in the brain following 

stroke, whether it is a cause of secondary neurodegeneration and brain atrophy in the weeks and 

months following stroke, and there is no definitive timeline for how long it takes to fully resolve. 

The fact that McCance and Huether’s Pathophysiology: The Biologic Basis for Disease in Adults 

and Children states that areas of liquefactive necrosis are “rich in digestive hydrolytic enzymes” 

is concerning.  

 

7.) Review of the Scientific Literature 

 

The first goal of the literature review was to compare the number of articles produced per year 

focused on the pathophysiology of acute stroke compared to the pathophysiology of chronic 
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stroke. The rationale for this objective was that it would provide an indication of whether there is 

a similar dearth of information about what happens to dead brain tissue following stroke in the 

research literature. Results obtained from PubMed were compiled into line graphs:  

  Graph	1 

Graph	2 
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The first thing to note on these two graphs is the scale. In Graph 1 (showing the number of 

papers containing the phrases “chronic ischemic stroke,” “chronic stroke mechanism,” and 

“chronic stroke” from 2008 to 2017) the maximum number of papers published was 1,008 papers 

in 2015, whereas Graph 2’s highest number of papers published (showing the number of papers 

published containing the phrases “acute ischemic stroke,” “acute stroke mechanism,” and “acute 

stroke” from 2008 to 2017) was 8,762 in 2016. Meaning that in 2016 alone, there were more 

papers published that contained the phrase “acute stroke” than there were papers that contained 

the phrases “chronic ischemic stroke,” “chronic stroke mechanism,” and “chronic stroke” 

combined for the last ten years. The significance of these data is that stroke research is more 

focused on the acute phase of injury, even though secondary neurodegeneration and atrophy of 

the surrounding brain in the weeks following stroke is a well-known feature of the 

Graph	3 
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pathophysiology of stroke. In the last ten years, on PubMed, there were 8.5 times as many papers 

focused on acute stroke (71,823 papers) than there were on chronic stroke (8,420 papers). 

 

This thesis deals with the chronic effects of stroke, which the leading pathology textbook by 

Robbins and Cotran describes as being characterized by liquefactive necrosis. A literature search 

revealed that stroke researchers do not utilize the term liquefactive necrosis when describing 

chronic stroke infarcts. In fact, looking to Graph 3, in the last ten years, 2017 had the most 

papers published about liquefactive necrosis (five papers). Using the search terms “liquefactive 

necrosis brain,” “liquefactive necrosis stroke,” “liquefactive necrosis ischemia,” “liquefactive 

necrosis infarct,” and “liquefactive necrosis chronic” we find that there were only 13 unique 

articles (the differing search commands brought up the same results for some terms). 

Understanding why the brain liquefies following stroke, how toxic the liquefied tissue is to the 

rest of the brain, and how long it takes for the liquefied tissue to be removed appears to be an 

understudied area. 

 

8.) Review of the Information on Liquefactive Necrosis Present in the Literature Using the 

Search Term: “Stroke, Liquefactive Necrosis” 

 

Using PubMed’s search results for “stroke, liquefactive necrosis” on April 17th, 2018 only four 

papers were returned. Three of the papers are reviewed below (the fourth paper was inaccessible 

to the author).  
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Paper 1: Glial scars are permeable to the neurotoxic environment of chronic stroke 

infarcts (Zbesko et. al) 

 

The paper begins with a description of liquefactive necrosis as being the degradation of tissue 

and its transformation into a liquid viscous mass that can last months, although the exact length 

of time is unknown. It also states that, unlike other tissues, the brain responds to ischemia by 

undergoing liquefactive necrosis (Zbesko et. al). Liquefactive necrosis occurring elsewhere in 

the body is usually caused by an inflammatory response to infection, whereas in the brain it can 

occur due to a response to stroke or other trauma without an infection present (Zbesko et. al). 

 The paper reports that the eventual outcome of liquefactive necrosis is cystic encephalomalacia, 

when the only thing that remains is an area of astrogliosis and cerebrospinal fluid (Zbesko et. al). 

One major point that this paper mentioned is that there is an abundance of information about 

what occurs after stroke in the acute phase and very little information about “chronic infarcts” 

(Zbesko et. al). The paper makes the claim that there is a spectrum of pathology that could be 

happening at the chronic stage and calling it liquefactive necrosis allows for differentiating 

between the stage when proteolytic enzymes are abundant and the stage of cystic 

encephalomalacia when the process of liquefactive necrosis may be resolved (Zbesko et. al).  

 

Paper 2: Multiplex immunoassay characterization and species comparison of 

inflammation in acute and non-acute ischemic infarcts in human and mouse brain tissue 

(Nguyen et. al) 
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Although this paper does not outright define the term liquefactive necrosis, it does explain that in 

the weeks after stroke there is significant resolution of the inflammatory response to stroke 

within the infarct (Nguyen et. al). In their data, they demonstrate that although there is a 

substantial resolution of the inflammatory response, there may be chronically elevated low levels 

of pro-inflammatory cytokines within infarcts at the stage of liquefactive necrosis, which can 

proceed for an unknown length of time following stroke (Nguyen et. al). The liquefactive 

necrosis stage was found in their euthanized mice as late as 14 weeks following stroke. One of 

the most significant findings that they stated in the discussion was that the chronic stroke infarcts 

persist at the stage of liquefactive necrosis for months following stroke, during which time there 

is a significant elevation of cytokines associated with pro-inflammatory macrophages (Nguyen 

et. al). 

 

Paper 3: Clinical and morphological correlations in acute ischemic stroke (Slujitoru 

et. al) 

 

The last paper to be reviewed that was found when using the search term “stroke, liquefactive 

necrosis” does not go into much detail about the mechanism or duration of liquefactive necrosis. 

Instead the main focus of this paper was that: of the cases reviewed, liquefactive necrosis (among 

other things such as astrocyte gliosis, and phagocytosis phenomenon) was more intense the 

longer the time interval between stroke and death (Slujitoru et. al). They also mentioned that in 

the first three days of the onset of ischemia, in the center of the infarct, the majority of neurons 

have suffered liquefactive necrosis (Slujitoru et. al). This was shown via the loss of the neuronal 

body and associated extensions (Slujitoru et. al).  
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9.) Why do we know so little about what happens after brain tissue dies? 

 

Because of the heterogeneous nature of stroke, with each patient’s stroke being different, 

ischemic stroke is extremely hard to research in humans. Scientists must not only control for 

location (as in which part of the brain), but also depth and volume of the infarct as well. 

Seemingly small differences can result in large variability. For instance, a small infarct may have 

a more negative impact on a patient than a large infarct if it is located in a vital area. 

 

Similarly, genetic variability means that different patients may have different clearance rates of 

dead brain tissue. It is also difficult to know precisely how old a chronic infarct is within the 

brain of a patient at autopsy. This is especially difficult if the patient suffered from multiple 

strokes. Therefore, researchers must use model organisms such as mice to investigate the 

outcome of chronic infarction. While animal models give us great insight into what is happening 

in the brain following stroke, species heterogeneity means that findings in animal models may 

not be directly applicable to humans.  

 

Because stroke patients are so heterogeneous, it is safe to assume that any therapies developed 

that target liquefactive necrosis may apply to only a specific subset of the population. Therefore, 

a very important aspect of clinical or lab stroke research is determining very specific patient (or 

lab mouse) selection criteria for preclinical trials.  

 

One of the more interesting results from the online research was a review paper from the 

National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke. The National Institute of Health (NIH) 
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created a Stroke Progress Review Group in 2001 in order to determine new directions for stroke 

research. From this group the Final Report of the Stroke Progress Review Group (paper) was 

created and published in 2012. Using Microsoft Word’s “word finder” function it was found that 

the 72,271-word document (including the works cited pages) created by the group only contained 

the word “chronic” 40 times. And of those 40 times, twice was for “chronic kidney,” once for 

“chronic lung,” and it was used 12 times in the works cited section (meaning it was not part of 

the actual paper), leaving 25 total usages of the word “chronic” that related to stroke.  

 

Within the Final Report of the Stroke Progress Review Group document above, the group also 

noted that one of the major issues facing research into chronic stroke is finding a suitable mouse 

model of chronic impairment that resembles the chronic impairments found in human stroke. 

They also noted that even with proper mouse models, the next need that hasn’t been met is more 

sensitive instruments that can gather information from these impairments as well as information 

from deeper brain regions. For instance, when analyzing a chronic infarct, it is difficult to gather 

the liquefactive necrotized area because it is just that: liquefied. This can be resolved by 

gathering and analyzing the cells within the liquid to get a better idea of the implications of a 

liquid mass in the brain. In the section that discussed imaging, the authors discussed the number 

one initiative for future stroke imaging research is the serial imaging of stroke infarcts as they 

transition from acute to chronic states. 

 

Another major pitfall in current clinical research on stroke is the poor recruitment/retention of 

minorities and women. In an analysis of clinical trials funded by the National Institute of 

Neurological Disorders and Stroke, Burke et. al found that “Hispanics and other racial-ethnic 
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groups remain under-represented” (Boden-Albala, 2015). Given the fact that the American 

Stroke Association states that, statistically, “Hispanics and Latinos… have unique risks for 

strokes” and “each year women have more strokes than men” it seems detrimental to the area of 

stroke research to have the populations, who are more affected, under-represented (Boden-

Albala, 2015). 

 

A paper, by Julie Bernhardt et. al about coming to a consensus on new definitions and standards 

for stroke research, best sums up why there is not as much research into chronic stroke as there 

can be. In a section titled “Timeline of stroke recovery” the authors come to a consensus on 

when strokes can be labeled hyper-acute (0-24 hours), acute (1-7 days), early subacute (7 days to 

3 months), late subacute (3-6 months), and chronic (greater than 6 months). The researchers state 

that, even though behavioral changes are possible years after stroke, the current research shows 

that the majority of behavioral changes occur in the first weeks to months post stroke for most 

people. Therefore, the most appropriate time for utilizing a therapeutic treatment would similarly 

be weeks to months, i.e. sub-acute, rather than chronic (6 months). One point that the authors 

made in this paper is the importance of gathering and reporting the exact time from stroke onset 

in all recovery and rehabilitation research. 

 

10.) Is the response to myelin debris the cause of liquefactive necrosis? 

 

Spinal cord injuries (SCI) are related to stroke injury because they similarly occur in the central 

nervous system (CNS), thus requiring dead CNS tissue to be removed. SCI can trigger a chronic 

inflammatory response with activated resident cells and infiltrating immune cells. Axons of the 
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nerve cells within the spinal cord are surrounded by a myelin sheath that allows signals to 

propagate down the axon. The myelin sheath is a fatty substance that electrically insulates the 

axons of nerves cells. Because of its fatty nature, an injury to the spinal cord results in myelin 

lipid debris. Myelin is a macrophage stimulus and a target of complement clearance and 

inflammation (Kopper and Gensel).  

 

Myelin debris can become highly concentrated in the macrophages that phagocytose the dead 

tissue, and persist within lipid vesicles in these cells for weeks. In a study performed by Y. Zhu, 

et. al, in March of 2017, they used an SSGSEA (single sample gene set enrichment analysis) to 

show how similar the mRNA produced by macrophages under different experimental conditions 

is to a SCI lipid laden macrophage. This study was performed in order to see if foam cells (lipid-

laden macrophages that have a foamy appearance) from atherosclerosis were similar to SCI 

macrophages. They also compared their atherosclerotic sample to 19 other samples (such as 

macrophages loaded with lipopolysaccharide [LPS- component of the outer membrane of gram 

negative bacteria] and IFN-γ). The results showed that in SCI, lipid-laden macrophages are most 

similar to atherosclerotic foam cells. These results suggest that myelin debris may be a driving 

force of chronic inflammation in the injured spinal cord. This is important to the stroke field 

because this type of macrophage is also the predominant cell type in areas of liquefactive 

necrosis. Therefore, perhaps a chronic inflammatory response to myelin debris is the driving 

force of liquefactive necrosis. 

 

In further support of this possibility, in SCI, foamy macrophages have been shown to have a shift 

towards the M1 macrophage activation state (i.e. pro-inflammatory). They were also shown to 
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increase NF-κB/STAT1 signaling and decrease M2 activation (i.e. reparative) via 

STAT3/STAT6 signaling. These foamy macrophages have been found to persist for weeks 

within the injured spinal cord. A simplified pathway of what an SCI would look like would 

therefore be:	 

 

 

 

 

 

11.) Could liquefactive necrosis be a cause of dementia? 

 

Following stroke, it is known that the brain undergoes liquefactive necrosis, turning dead brain 

tissue into a liquid viscous mass. After several months (as has been shown above, the timeline is 

currently unknown), this liquefactive mass of cells and debris will eventually be removed leaving 

behind a glial scar. This glial scar functions as a barrier to keep inflammatory cells within the 

core of the injury (Zbesko et. al). However, in a paper published in January 2018 (Zbesko et. al), 

it was found that the glial scar is permeable to neurotoxic factors present in the area of 

liquefactive necrosis. Therefore, as seen in SCI, persistent lipid laden macrophages may be 

neurotoxic to healthy surrounding brain tissue due to glial scar permeability. This could be a 

cause of secondary neuron loss, and in some patients, a cause of post-stroke dementia. Keeping 

these principles in mind, a simplified model of the consequences of chronic stroke is: 

Figure	1 
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12.) Stroke, Insulin Deregulation and Alzheimer’s Disease: A Speculative Synthesis 

 

An Introduction to Alzheimer’s Disease: Alzheimer’s disease is a progressive 

neurodegenerative disorder that is the most common cause of dementia in the elderly (U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services). Alzheimer’s disease usually presents clinically with 

patients having short-term memory loss, executive dysfunction (inability to get normal things 

done or loss of attention span), confusion, agitation, and changes in behavior. As the disease 

progresses, the patient may develop cognitive impairment in other areas as well (including, but 

not limited to, language and decision-making).  

 

Currently there is no definitive way to confirm Alzheimer’s disease until after death when, under 

microscopic examination of the brain, amyloid beta plaques and tau proteins may be found. 

Diagnosis of Alzheimer’s disease includes a variety of tests as well as a thorough examination of 

medical history, tests of memory/problem solving, and questions about the ability of the patient 

to go about daily activities. A physician may also conduct a multitude of other tests, such as 

blood or urine tests, to ensure that there is not another explanation for memory loss, before final 

diagnosis of possible/probable Alzheimer’s disease (Treatment of Alzheimer’s Disease). Brain 

imaging technologies for diagnosing Alzheimer’s disease exist mainly in clinical trials as we 

Figure	2 
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have yet to be able to diagnose directly with these tests, however we may use these tests to view 

possible effects of the disease (Treatment of Alzheimer’s Disease). For instance, MRIs can be 

used to rule out other possible reasons for memory loss as well as determine whether or not brain 

shrinkage in regions usually implicated by Alzheimer’s disease has occurred. Lastly PET scans 

and cerebral spinal fluid tests are currently being researched as possible diagnostic tests 

(Treatment of Alzheimer’s Disease). PET scan techniques are currently being worked on to find 

levels of plaque and tangles in the patient’s brain, while cerebral spinal fluid research is focused 

on finding biomarkers to see if the patient is at risk for developing Alzheimer’s disease later in 

life (Treatment of Alzheimer’s Disease). 

 

13.) Cellular and Molecular Mechanisms of Alzheimer’s Disease 

 

Tau stands for tubulin-associated unit, and is also known as Microtubule Associated Protein Tau 

(MAPT). Tau is part of a family of proteins called Microtubule Associated Proteins (MAP). Tau 

can stabilize microtubules and is abundant in the central nervous system (CNS). Tau is found 

predominately in the distal portion of axons regulating stabilization of microtubules, but has 

other properties/functions such as tubulin polymerization and limiting the fast transport of 

organelles along microtubule tracks (Khan and Bloom).  

 

There are 5 tyrosine sites and 80 serine/threonine sites that can be phosphorylated. The amount 

of phosphorylation affects disease because tau can become hyperphosphorylated, which can 

cause it to be less able to stabilize microtubules which contributes to neuronal death and the 

characteristic deficits seen in Alzheimer’s disease (Khan and Bloom). Phosphorylation does not 
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always correlate with disease. In fact, phosphorylation of tau in a site-specific manner allows for 

the normal function. It is when tau is hyperphosphorylated that abnormalities occur. Continuous 

hyperphosphorylation damages axonal transport and may lead to damage of the neuron. Tau is an 

intrinsically disordered protein and it is hard to characterize its tertiary structure (Khan and 

Bloom). Because there are 85 different phosphorylation sites on tau, there are a large number of 

possible conformations, making its study difficult.  

 

There are two types of filamentous tau in Alzheimer’s disease that have been described: paired 

helical filaments and straight filaments. It has been proposed that tau filaments are assembled via 

self-association in an anti-parallel pattern (Avila et. al). These filamentous structures can end up 

forming the pathological neurofibrillary tangles seen in the disease state of Alzheimer’s disease. 

 

Current gaps in the basic understanding of tau include whether tau oligomers are the toxic 

components seen in Alzheimer’s disease (Sahara and Avila). There is also uncertainty about how 

to define the properties of tau and the method of identification of tau oligomers, as this can be 

quite tricky because of its many conformations (Sahara and Avila). There currently is no 

consensus on how to define tau oligomers because tau oligomers can contain various types of 

tau: from its differing phosphorylation states, to whether the oligomers contain dimers or 

multimers, or even differing kinds of filamentous tau within the oligomer. 

 

This explanation of the hyperphosphorylation of tau has implications in amyloid beta dynamics 

and it also pertains to the sub-hypothesis. The process of hyperphosphorylation of tau begins 

with the conversion of p35 to p25 through the Ca2+ dependent activation of calpain (Yousef et. 
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al). P35 is an activator of cyclin-dependent kinase 5 (CDK5), which is a proline-directed 

serine/threonine kinase that regulates many different activities in the developing and adult 

neurons (Chodobski et. al) The cleavage of p35 results in p25, which is a CDK5 deregulator.  

 

Calpains are a family of cysteine proteases that are calcium-dependent and found ubiquitously in 

mammalian cells (Momeni). Calpain I and II are the most studied of the Calpain family. Both are 

heterodimers that have two subunits: a large subunit and a small subunit (Momeni). Calpain 

exists in the cytosol as an inactive proenzyme. The normal range of intracellular Ca2+ 

concentration is between 50-100 nM in resting cells (Momeni). Following an increase in Ca2+ 

concentration within the cell, calpain will be activated. Calpain is regulated by calpastatin, an 

inhibitor protein. Currently, we do not know the exact mechanism for how calpain is activated, 

but a few mechanisms have been proposed. The first one is that intracellular Ca2+ causes an 

autolysis of the N-terminal pro-peptide of both subunits resulting in a conformational change and 

separation of the subunits allowing for enzyme activation (Momeni). The second proposed 

mechanism is that a high concentration of intracellular Ca2+ causes the movement of inactive 

cytosolic calpain to the membrane, where Ca2+ and other effectors activate it causing hydrolysis 

of substrates. The last proposed mechanism of activation is by simple phosphorylation by a 

protein Kinase A (Momeni). Once calpain is activated, it interacts with p35 and cleaves it 

thereby converting it into p25.  

 

P25 then forms a complex with CDK5. CDK5 is extremely important for neuronal migration and 

differentiation. The Cdk5/p25 complex can hyperphosphorylate tau proteins resulting in the tau 
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proteins becoming insoluble and allowing aggregates to build up. Because of this buildup, 

neurons lose functionality and begin to die. The neuronal death leads to shrinkage of the brain. 

 

Amyloid beta plaques consist of amyloid beta peptide aggregates. The amyloid beta precursor 

protein (APP) is a transmembrane protein that functions in cell growth and proliferation 

(Dawkins and Small). For instance, APP is expressed during the early stages of development of 

the nervous system and may also play a role in tissue-repair (Dawkins and Small). APP can 

undergo different post-translational processing steps, which can lead to pathological production 

of amyloid beta. 

 

Amyloid beta is created when APP undergoes three cleavage events. The first cleavage event is 

by alpha secretase, the second by beta secretase, and lastly by gamma secretase (Lieff). Beta 

secretase was originally thought to be a good therapeutic target, but after in vivo knockout mouse 

trials, researchers found many phenotypic abnormalities with the mice including smaller size, 

shorter life span, hyperactivity, and different electrophysiological abnormalities in steady-state 

voltage gated sodium channels (Zhang. et. al). After beta secretase cleavage, the APP will remain 

membrane bound until gamma secretase cleaves it further (Lieff et. al). 

 

Currently there are two types of amyloid beta aggregates that have been described: large 

insoluble and small soluble amyloid beta aggregates. Large insoluble amyloid beta aggregates 

have been found to not produce memory impairment, when present without soluble amyloid beta 

(Li et. al). In fact, in an experiment with Tg2576 mice (the most commonly used mouse models 

of Alzheimer’s disease which overexpresses a mutant form of amyloid precursor protein 
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resulting in elevated amyloid beta) that developed plaques, those without soluble amyloid beta 

with only large insoluble aggregates were found to have no memory impairment. Reducing the 

amount of soluble amyloid beta within mice led to better outcomes (Sengupta et. al) (Gregory et. 

al) (Oddo et. al).  

 

Soluble, small, toxic amyloid betas can be spherical and be between 3-10nm in size (Sengupta et. 

al). However, amyloid betas are particularly heterogeneous and a consensus on size and 

conformation has yet to be agreed upon. The small spheres usually aggregate similar to beads on 

a string (also known as protofibrils). These oligomeric, small, soluble peptides are toxic via 

receptor (such as the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) (Kayed and Lasagna-Reeves)) 

and direct membrane interactions, including eliciting Tumor Necrosis alpha (TNF-alpha) 

production from microglia (Sengupta et. al), meaning that they could play a role in inflammation.  

 

It has also been shown that amyloid beta-induced neurotoxicity may rely on the presence of tau 

to show the signature effects of Alzheimer’s disease. In a study performed by the Amadoro lab, it 

was found that tau knockout mice were protected from amyloid beta pathology (Mietelska-

Porowska et. al). This paper showed that tau is necessary for amyloid beta-induced microtubule 

disassembly (Mietelska-Porowska et. al). Even in low concentrations, soluble amyloid beta 

oligomers have been found to be cytotoxic. One study by Anna Drews et. al found that oligomer 

aggregates as low as 5pM concentrations could elicit a Ca2+ influx through the cell membrane of 

neuronal cells (Anna Drews et. al) which would thereby cause neuronal damage.  
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14.) Increased Risk of Alzheimer’s Disease and Whole-Body Insulin Resistance are Chronic 

Sequelae of Stroke 

 

Approximately one-third of stroke survivors go on to develop some kind of dementia. In a meta-

analysis and systemic review on stroke risk for Alzheimer’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease on 

risk for stroke, it was found that stroke significantly and independently increased risk for 

Alzheimer’s disease (Zhou, et. al). The mechanism of Alzheimer’s disease involves the 

accumulation of amyloid beta plaques and tau proteins in the brain. As the disease progresses, 

toxic amyloid beta plaques and tau aggregates (neurofibrillary tangles [NFT]) begin to form in 

the hippocampus and advance to other areas (A more detailed description of the pathophysiology 

of Alzheimer’s disease is provided in Appendix III).  

 

Risk of glucose intolerance and diabetes also increases with chronic stroke, and a large 

proportion of stroke survivors go on to develop whole-body insulin resistance (Ryan et. al). With 

regard to the mechanism of this whole-body insulin resistance, in a paper published in 2015, by 

Ryan, et. al, it was found that insulin resistance is most likely to be caused by muscle atrophy 

and a reduction in insulin action in paretic muscle. Whole body insulin resistance means that the 

body needs to produce more insulin in order to compensate for the resistance, and chronic stroke 

patients have higher levels of circulating insulin (Ryan et. al). Therefore, increased levels of 

circulating insulin, liquefactive necrosis, and increased risk of Alzheimer’s disease are three 

chronic consequences of stroke. It is possible that increased levels of circulating insulin 

combined with liquefactive necrosis are the driving force of the increased risk of Alzheimer’s 

disease. 
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15.) Insulin-degrading Enzyme as a potential link between Liquefactive Necrosis and 

Alzheimer’s Disease 

 

Insulin-degrading enzyme is a zinc metalloprotease that can cleave a variety of small peptides 

including insulin, glucagon, insulin-like growth factors I/II, and importantly, amyloid beta 

(Baranello et. al). Insulin-degrading enzyme is located in several places including the cytosol, 

cell surface, and peroxisomes. It is found mostly intracellularly and may be released from 

damaged cells, although the exact mechanism (whether by cell damage or secretion) is currently 

unknown (Baranello et. al).  

 

Insulin-degrading enzyme has been shown to be one of the main soluble amyloid beta 

degradation enzymes as seen in a recent study with hamster ovary cells. The cells were 

transfected with APP and treated with conditioned medium (conditioned “with serum-free N2 

medium (N2 supplement (Life Technologies, Inc.), 1% ovalbumin, 1 mM pyruvate in MEM) 

(N2). N2 was added, and cells were conditioned at 37°C for various times. CM were collected 

and centrifuged at 3,000 × g for 30 min to remove cells. Some CM were concentrated 10 times in 

a Centricon 30 (Amicon) filter”  [Qiu et. al]) of BV-2 microglia cells expressing insulin-

degrading enzyme (Baranello et. al). The medium of the APP-transfected cells showed a 

decrease in monomeric amyloid beta. This fact is important because it is oligomeric (soluble) 

amyloid beta that has recently been reported to be the cause of Alzheimer’s disease, and it is the 

monomer-to-oligomer conversion that initially begins the aggregation and pathogenesis of 
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amyloid beta peptide (Nag et. al). Insulin-degrading enzyme, therefore, can inhibit this 

progression.  

 

However, insulin-degrading enzyme preferentially binds to insulin as opposed to the other 

peptides it degrades such as amyloid beta. This preferential affinity for insulin can result in an 

insulin-mediated inhibition of the degradation of amyloid beta (“IDE insulin degrading enzyme” 

National Center for Biotechnology Information). 

 

In light of stroke patients experiencing increased insulin levels, there is therefore the possibility 

that because areas of liquefactive necrosis are areas of blood brain barrier compromise, areas of 

liquefactive necrosis may also be sites of dysregulated entry of excess insulin into the brain 

(Zbesko et al). Therefore, I hypothesize that a chronic consequence of liquefactive necrosis is 

insulin-mediated inhibition of the degradation of amyloid beta, leading to Alzheimer’s disease 

pathology (Figure 10). 

 

This hypothesis could be tested by measuring levels of insulin in the brains of chronic stroke 

patients, or in animal models of stroke. Permitting that this first experiment reveals an increased, 

the next step would be to measure the levels of insulin-degrading enzyme in the brains of insulin-

resistant stroke patients or animal models of stroke. 

  

Figure	3 
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16.) Summary 

 

The preponderance of stroke research has been focused on the acute stage of stroke. While this is 

appropriate considering that most damage occurs in the first few hours and days following 

stroke, it means that our knowledge with regard to what happens to dead brain tissue in the 

weeks and months following stroke has not progressed very far since the 1960’s. This means that 

there should be increased investment in characterizing the long-term pathophysiology of the 

inflammatory response to dead brain tissue in both humans and animal models. There are, 

however, complications in performing chronic stroke research, especially when developing 

working mouse models that accurately represent what a human individual will go through during 

the chronic stages of stroke. Nevertheless, chronic stroke research needs to be prioritized as an 

area of investigation. As we have seen with the previous papers liquefactive necrosis can occur 

for several weeks possibly causing chronic low levels of inflammation. 800,000 people 

experience a stroke every year in the United States alone, this number is set to increase as our 

population ages, and it is likely that the chronic inflammatory response to dead brain tissue is 

impairing their recovery.  
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Appendix I- Key Text Relevant to Chronic Stroke Infarcts Present in Each Textbook 

Reviewed 

Table	1	

Textbook Page Key Text Relevant to Chronic Stroke Infarcts 

Anderson, W. A. 
D., and John M. 
Kissane. 
Pathology. 9th ed. 
Saint Louis, 
Mosby, 1990. 

 

2149-50 
 

 
“During the first week after the infarct occurs a vasogenic component develops. 
… During the first week reactive changes including transient inflammatory cell 
infiltration, astrocytic and vascular proliferation, and phagocyte formation occur. 
During the next several months necrotic debris is removed by phagocytosis, and 
astrocytes proliferate reducing the parenchymal deficit to some extent. The 
morphologic evolution of the infarct reaches its end stage after 3 or 4 months, 
and no further major changes occur. Thus all end-stage infarcts have similar 
pathologic features. On this basis it is possible to say that a lesion is at least 3 or 4 
months old. It is difficult or impossible however to distinguish with certainty, using 
only morphologic criteria, for example, end-stage infarcts that are 6 months old 
from those that have been present several years.” 
 

Symmers, 
William St. Clair. 

and Roy O. 
Weller. Systemic 

Pathology. 3rd 
ed., vol. 4, 
Churchill 

Livingstone, 
1990. 

91-2  
“Recent infarcts (1-2 days old) are slightly soft and swollen: indeed a large infarct 
may swell sufficiently to act as an intracranial expanding lesion.” 
“Microscopic abnormalities by 4-6 hours consist of irregular blotchy pallor of 
histological staining… By about 12-15 hours the neuropil is spongy, due to a 
combination of swelling of astrocytic processes and axons. A sharp and often 
irregular line of demarcation between normal and abnormal myelin appears in the 
white matter between 18 and 24 hours… Polymorphs may be numerous at the edge 
of an infarct by 24 hours, but macrophages first appear in infarcts in the human 
brain after 4-5 days and are thought to be derived from circulating blood 
monocytes and indigenous microglia.” 
 
“…after about 7 days destruction of myelin can be recognized by the presence of 
Sudan-positive lipid drops. There is an associated reactive astrocytosis and within 
1-2 weeks the infarct becomes extremely soft and swelling resolves.” 
 
“If the patient survives for several months or more, the necrotic tissue is 
removed and the lesion ultimately becomes shrunken and cystic. The cysts are 
often traversed by small vessels and glial processes: some macrophages are 
usually present for years.” 
 
 
 

Kumar, Vinay, et 
al. Basic 
Pathology. 6th 
ed., S.l., 
Saunders, 1997. 

 

 
718-9 

 

“Although cell death occurs within minutes of arterial occlusion, the gross and 
histological appearance of the brain is normal for the first 8 to 12 hours. The first 
alterations are apparent microscopically and consist of ischemic neuronal changes, 
and a neutrophilic inflammatory reaction. By 36 to 48 hours, the necrotic area 
becomes swollen and softer than the adjacent, unaffected brain parenchyma. 
Demarcation between gray and white matter becomes blurred owing to interstitial 
and intracellular edema.” 
 
 “Over the next several days, macrophages infiltrate the lesion and 
phagocytose necrotic parenchyma, resulting in progressively sharper demarcation 
of the infarct. By 1 month, extensive phagocytosis of necrotic parenchyma results 
in further softening and liquefaction of the infarct, with cavitation. By about 6 
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months, most infarcts are completely cavitated.” 
“In the case of infarcts involving cerebral cortex, a thin rim of subpial parenchyma, 
supplied by small superficial leptomeningeal blood vessels, is preserved over the 
infarct, a feature that may be helpful in differentiating remote infarcts from old 
contusions.” 

Brown, Earl. 
Basic Concepts 
in Pathology. 
McGraw Hill, 

1998. 

252-3 
 

“The microscopic changes of a cerebral infarction are first seen at about 24 hours 
and are characterized by ischemic neuronal change, liquefaction, loss of glial cells, 
and demyelination. After several days there are increased numbers of leukocytes 
(neutrophils and macrophages), edema, liquefactive necrosis, and the beginning of 
a glial reaction. After several weeks to months a cavity surrounded by dense 
gliosis forms. (This can be incredibly difficult to differentiate histologically from a 
neoplastic proliferation of glial cells, such as an astrocytoma.” 

Vardaxis, 
Nicholas J. A 
Textbook of 

Pathophysiology. 
2nd ed., Elsivier, 

2010. 

587 “A cerebral infarct softens quickly and eventually becomes cystic… The softening 
and disintegration of the tissue become noticeable 48 to 72 hours after the infarct 
and the surrounding brain tissue is oedematous, so much so that herniations may 
occur.” 
 
“The necrotic tissue is phagocytized by these cells [microglial cells and 
macrophages] and the phagocyte response is maximal between 10 to 14 days.” 
 
“Gliosis begins 7 to 12 days after the infarct has occurred and will become marked 
around the infarcted area with time.” 
 
“…the 30-day survival of stroke patients is approximately 70%. In the survivors, 
life expectancy is roughly halved and about 10% of these patients suffer a second 
stroke within the same year and 20% within 5 years of the original stroke. In 
addition, many of these patients succumb to myocardial infarction.” 
 

Majno, Guido, 
and Isabelle 
Joris. Cells, 
Tissues, and 

Disease: 
Principles of 

General 
Pathology. 

Oxford 
University Press, 

2004. 

214 Death of Central Nervous Tissue 
 “Nervous tissue is special in many ways. Not surprisingly, the pathology 
of cell injury and cell death is also special… liquefaction. When a mass of brain 
tissue dies as a result of ischemia, many neuron cell bodies undergo coagulation 
necrosis (and turn into ‘red neurons’) but the white matter and the tangle of cell 
processes in the grey matter break down into a milky fluid, a change that requires 
5-10 days.” 
 
 “Dying neurons release their large stores of neurotransmitters, especially 
glutamate. Excessive binding of glutamate to neuron receptors causes an influx of 
calcium, which initiates the demise of the cells.” 
 

“ 694 Ischemia and Shock 
 “The destruction and reabsorption of cerebral tissue occurred over 
months and years.” 
 
 

Price, Sylvia 
Anderson., and 

Lorraine 
McCarty. 
Wilson. 

Pathophysiology: 
clinical concepts 

of disease 
processes. 6th 
ed., McGraw-

Hill, 2003. 

830-1 “nerve cells exposed to ischemia that is 80% or greater will be irreversibly 
damaged within a few minutes. This area is called the ischemic core. Surrounding 
the ischemic core is another area of tissue called the ischemic penumbra or 
‘transitional zone’ in which cerebral blood flow is between 20% and 50% of 
normal. Neuronal cells in this area are endangered but not yet irreversibly 
damaged. There is evidence that the time window for the development of the 
penumbra in stroke can vary from 12 to 24 hours.” 
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“ 37 “In some instances, the necrotic tissue gradually liquefies through enzymatic 
action… This condition is likely to occur in an area of necrotic brain, and the result 
is literally a hole in the brain filled with fluid.” 
 
 “As is generally true in this organ, the necrotic tissue gradually softened, 
then liquefied, leaving a permanent defect.” 
 

Anderson, W. A. 
D., and John M. 

Kissane. 
Pathology. 1st ed. 

Saint Louis, 
Mosby, 1948. 

125 “The infarcted area undergoes softening and liquefaction; glial proliferation about 
the margins produces a tough elastic wall. Eventually such a lesion has the 
characteristics of a cyst filled with turbid or clear fluid, depending on the age of 
the process. The pathologic effects will depend on the location of the infarct and 
upon its size. A functional disturbance of the central nervous system usually 
follows, but, since any portion of the brain may be involved, the manifestations 
cannot be predicted.” 

“ 96   
“In liquefactive necrosis the dead area softens and eventually liquefies.” 
 

Anderson, W. A. 
D., and John M. 

Kissane. 
Pathology. 2nd 
ed. Saint Louis, 
Mosby, 1953. 

1333  
“Cerebral infarcts are characterized by softening. The clinical effects depend upon 
the area of nervous tissue involved. The appearance of a cerebral infarct depends 
upon its age. A recent infarct may be indistinguishable in a fresh brain, but after 
fixation it remains soft in comparison with surrounding tissue. If its age is greater 
than two or three days, it appears as a soft, semifluid area, with a slightly 
yellowish color and an edematous sometimes hemorrhagic, edge. Later, when the 
necrotic and liquefied material has been removed, the region is shrunken and 
depressed. If the infarcted area is large, it may have a cyst like center containing 
yellowish fluid (apoplectic cyst) encapsulated by glial tissue.” 

Anderson, W. A. 
D., and John M. 

Kissane. 
Pathology. 5th 
ed. Saint Louis, 
Mosby, 1966. 

1423 “Microscopically, a very recent infarct transiently contains neutrophilic leukocytes, 
but they soon disappear. Nerve cells, axis cylinders, and neuroglial cells 
degenerate, and lipid of the myelin sheath is broken down and liquefied. The fatty 
and necrotic material undergoes phagocytosis and is removed by the ameboid 
microglial cells. These scavengers appear abundantly as rounded cells with a 
foamy or vacuolated cytoplasm. Healing occurs by proliferation of a granulation 
tissue composed of astrocytes, capillaries, and a few fibroblasts of the adventitia of 
adjacent vessels. Eventually a dense neuroglial scar is formed. The damage is 
permanent, as there is no regeneration of the injured nerve cells and fibers.” 

McCance, 
Kathryn L., and 
Sue E. Huether. 

Pathophysiology: 
the biological 

basis for disease 
in adults and 

children. 6th ed., 
St. Louis, 

Elsevier Mosby, 
2006. 

83  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“As the cells are digested by their own hydrolases, the tissue becomes soft, 
liquefies, and is walled off from healthy tissue, forming cysts.” 
No information about timeline” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bullock, Barbara 
L. 

1006-7 “In the first few days, the pale or white infarcts assume a muddy mottled 
appearance that is associated with surrounding tissue edema. After about 10 days, 
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Pathophysiology: 
Adaptations and 

Alterations in 
Function. 3rd ed., 
Philadelphia, PA, 
Lippincott, 1992. 

liquefaction of the area becomes evident from the release of neuronal lysosomes 
and other lytic substances into the brain parenchyma. Scar tissue begins to form at 
the margins of the necrotic area. The necrotic tissue is removed and replaced by 
cystic scar tissue. Gliosis (proliferation of glial cells) around the area is 
characteristic and this is followed by polymorphonuclear leukocyte (PMN) 
exudation, leading to removal of the necrotic debris… Cerebral edema 
accompanies cerebral infarction and is maximal 3 to 5 days after an acute stroke.” 

Rubin, 
Emmanuel. 

Rubin's 
Pathology: 

Clinicopathologic 
Foundations of 

Medicine. Edited 
by David S 

Strayer, 7th ed., 
Wolters Kluwer. 

313  
 
“The occlusion of a large artery produces a wide area of necrosis, which may 
ultimately resolve as a large fluid filled cavity in the brain (cystic infarct).” 
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